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Introduction: A.rtaconda Love,. g weapon of destruction 
Torii Morrisonrepeatedly'writes novels.rooted in the heritage of African 
Americans. These' are tales of mythic proportions· with themes that·delve into 
humankind's darkest obsessions and .compulsions. Such themes· have-recurred in great 
lite-rature since'the beginning of the written wordrincest� infanticide, rape, social and 
family exil'e, and excessive. fixatio� or what Morrison calls "anaconda love." 
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Throughout this thesis, the term "anaconda love" will be paired with the terms 
''parental enmeshment" and '�xtremist love:!' While the theory behind the terms is 
similat, >thelerms themselves are not interchang�ble. Morrison first published the term 
anaconda. love in l977 when it appeared-in-her second novel Song of Solomon. While 
exact definitit>ns vary from novel to novel; anaconda love is often an extreme emotio� 
ususally love, that .causes· excessive behavior towards a person usually resulting in 
damagillg psychological and emdtional effects for all p-ersons invloved .. Gary' Storhoff 
also discusses this theme of excessive fixatio� but prefers to use the term'''parental 
enmeslnnent" which he defines as "the suffocating bond parents occassionally create 
with their children" (291). 
While Storhoffcouples "anat:onda love" with '!parental enmesHment," I am 
inclined to use the term extremist "love, since it is not only parents who become 
involved in these·emotions. !.believe thAt extremist·love is a mdre enct>mpassillg term 
that can be used lo include the'parent; the child, and the lover: During my analysis of 
eath ofMorrisort� three-novels, I will discuss how each 'term is used and specifically 
defined. \ 
This �hesjs wtU <,liscuss anaconda love!!! three ofMo�on) n<;:w�ls: Song of 
Solomon. Belove� �d The Bluest Eye. These novels were choseq using si}:nple 
' :::;p.,._ . 
criteria. 'f.he.Y were the /Morrison. novels that I was the most � with, ang twas 
able to extract soll.d evidence in the.anaconda.tove theory from each .one •. I f�lt 
compelleq to stay strictly �thin the r�. �f Morrison's IlQVels in order to trace .the 
extremist love t!Je� .�hf9llg�ou�"het: career anq i[Ivestigate,how the term "anaconga 
love" came to be: 
There is a �-ecifiG order to ea�h of the chapters. I start with the chapter on 
Song ofSoloxpon.sin� it was in. this noyeL.that MonisQn first used t� p� 
"anaconda.� C�pter �wo.will investigate the e�emistJove scenarjo in Morris.on's 
Pull� Prize winning �ovel, Be,loyw. �tru�turally, the anaconda love sitW!tions . 
between these first two books are similar, whi�h is �by I f9llow� one with the Qther. 
Each novel involv�s a �cznt apd �hild en�d in �nda l�ve. The third book, 
however, introduces� variation �n anaconda.love, the "self-anaconda." This theory 
will be explained� in Chapte!=-three, . which,discusses-Mo,rrison' s first published novel; 
The Bluest Eye. 
Morriso:q W"st uses the expres�ion "anacon� lov�" to refer·to Hagar; a 
supporting character in her 1977 noy,ell Song Rf �olomon. To d��Ijqe Hagar)Jov� 
for the(.main character,.�Dea<!,M�p:ison �t�s,. "[t]otapy,tak�npyer by }ler 
anaconda love, [Hagar] had 11<> self�� n9., fears, np wants, no in!C?lligence that was her 
own"(147). An �onda is a "a large South American sn¢ce� suffocates and kills 
its p.r:ey by constpction"(Me�-Webster Dictionary 42). Mo,rrison utilizes this 
visual image when explaining the depth oflove Hagar feels for Milkman. 
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Anacon& love is also played out in Song of Solomon between Milkman Dead 
and each of his parents, Ruth Foster and Macon Dead. The Dead household is 
dysfunctional beCause the family cannot support its menibers emotionally! Instead, 
both mother and father, throughout the plot, respond tb •growing streSs in ways that 
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· proliibit more·produbtive mteractions, ihstea!H>ecoming mote fearful, more rigid. It is 
oil thiS basis that"each'of the parental arioondas feed·and.grow in pbweP. While each 
one operates in a different way, their goal is the same. Both parents want control over 
their son's etnotiohal and physical state. 
Also evident in Song of Solomon is Strdhoff's theory orparentlll enmeshment. 
While Storhoff applies this theory to the relationship between Milkman and his parents, 
I feel it is more apPropnately used�when examining 'the relationship 'between Hagar, her 
mother.an<t her grandnU}ther. This'triad clearly defines enmeslunent when Pilate 
·beconies-so· overly involved m her grailddaughter's life that she is unable to clearly 
mark apptopfiate parenull botnidaries and emotions. 
However, suffocating enmesh:tnent involves not only the players in Song of 
Solomon but also those in Beloved whose vefY theme is infanticide. If is overly 
simplistic to <;all Beloved. the single novel among the three examples used in this thesis 
that is riot placed in near-real time, a slave narrative. The book reviews the issues of 
human OWnersHip, slave ships, Criminal brutalitY and the struggle for freedom, but these 
alone are hot necessarily inflammatory. What makes Beloved stimd out-is Morrison's 
ability to eXt)ress ootli the 'degradation of the spirit and unfuth'otnable· love between 
mother ana child. This relationshitfprovides a dear example of anaoonda love in 
Beloved .. · This cbapter will analyze the r(()ationship between Setbe ·and her daughters, 
Beloved a.ll(l Denver. 
Sethe,. the main character in Beloved, in true mythical fashion, battles .the spirit 
of her da,qghter, a daughter that she herself murdered as a toddler in order to save her 
from a life o(.unquestionable horror. lt·is this atteropt to J}Xotect her, daughter from 
slavery that creates Sethe's anaconda. tip o.r.d�r tQ portray tb.i$ d.ev.astating emotion, 
:Morrison uses emotionally cbarg�d dialogues bet»'een Sethe-i3.Ud P.aul'D, and Beloved 
and 'Qenver, to reveal � ipcredible horror and unimaginable· love that has occurred in 
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Sethe's life. �A look at Sethe's personal history shows dots ofj9y amQl1g a oockground 
althoughJ�.� "anaconda lov,e'! �not ,s.urface in MotrisQn's works UIJ.tll. 
Song·of Solomon in 1977, t1u; theo.ry of.em�nlls.Uov.dlcan l)e fpJ.llld in �Y.ei'Y. first 
nQve� The Bluest Eye, which will be discussedjn chapter three. Even though it was ; ' 
her first nove� it will be placed last·in,this thesis due to tJ.le varied anacqnda that was 
not ptesent iu the...first two novels; the � �onda. In this' novel Morrison 
intJ,:oduced. W�t sbe.would later call ''the crime ofin,nocence"(Tar Baby, 242). 
Overlapping good apd evil is a recurring theme in, Mortison' s work. The integration 
of"good" characters exbibiting what society labels "bad" behavior, ahd·Yi.ce ver� Jays 
the base for the anaconda )s>vepresent in this book. 
Chapter- three wiU investigate the creation of a different anaconda, an anaconda 
that is created by,and constunes, its own host. Simply &tated, The Bluest Eye is a 
chronicle of the life of a poor, black girl who, from her earliest Ill¥IDOry, is ostracized, 
ignored, made to feel worthless at every tum. Her developmental"deficiency is so 
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.severe that she is driven to a life of irrational wishes and fimtasy. She becomes 
convinCed that her life will miraCulous)¥ become·good if .she only gets blue ·eyes, her 
'constant prayer: The'Bluesl Eye.is the.story of .incest and family rape� the-victimization 
.of.the weakest member. 
Momson has called Her charaGters "'the combination of virtue and flaw,. of-gqod 
intentions gone awry, of wickedness cleansed and pedple make whole again. If you 
judge them all.by the·best that they have.done, they are .wonderful If. you judge them 
'by the worst that they. have done, they.are terrible"(McKay 29). The Bluest Eye, Song. 
of Solomon and.Belovedare peopled 'with players who perfectly fit these paraineters. 
They are complex, multi-layered, propelled by motives both.unique'and universal. In 
each of these :three narratiVes, one <1t more protagonists is the exerciser OJ:I.the Object Of 
emotional crisi.sbrougbt.on by love so extreme .thai it brings. with it!dysfunctiorf,-
anxiety, and' ultimately; self-'destructive behavior. 
It is important to .remember that Toni Monison pulled many aspects of her 
novels from her-persohal background. .Morrison was raised in the small town of 
Lorain, Ohio·in the:1930s and 1940s,.·and during that timein.most of the United 
States, -commuriities 1ike LOrain were segregated by rnce. rWhile there can be no 
denying that segregation in the United .States was abhorrent, the positive elem¢nts of ... 
that social structure were a particularly strorig ·sense of community within �'colored· 
towns" and a diverse population of educated, economically .advantaged African 
Americans not in cwidence in today's isolated urban ghettos: This important inner­
structure has been described by several African American authors, including the one­
hundred-plus year old Delany sisters. Living in Morrison's community were African 
A.Jnerican doctors, attorneys, teachers, bankers and property owilers. Residents also 
incluqed the poor, uneducated who were the brunt of bigotry times two: the white 
community and the higher class blacks within their community. All would provide 
models for Morrison's stories. 
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While Morrison's background provides some insight into the creation of her 
characters, we are left wondering how she became so familiar with the theory of 
extremist love and enmeshment. In his article, "Theoretical Foundations: Key 
Concepts of Systems Theory," MichaelS. Nystu� dis�usses his research on 
relationships between symptoms and family functioning and writes: ''Enmeshed families 
inhibit acceptance of oneself as an individual, promoting expectations of external 
achievement and control. [Often, there is] excessive closeness between members, a 
poor sense of autonomy and a great need to be loyal to members. Hierarchies may 
provide so much structure that the individual loses autonomy"(532). This loss of the 
self is a recurring element in each of the three novels. The anaconda has the ability to 
swallow its victim, and Morrison uses this symbol to depict the swallowing of one 
character by another. The characters involved in Morrison's anaconda love scenarios 
are so emotionally crippled that they begin to show the signs of a person literally being 
swallowed by the snake. They suffocate under the persistent attention, they slip farther 
and farther into the clutches of the beast until, finally, they are no longer distinguishable 
from the animal itself: thereby losing all sense of self- identity. 
Anaconda love, terrifYing compulsion and forbidden obsession, knits together 
the lives ofPecola, Sethe and Milkman in their separate novels. In these books, 
Morrison gives voice to these composite, historic ghosts in all their complexity, 
complete with mutated love and emotional defects. 
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Chapter 1: Song of Solomon:. How the Anaconda Came to Be 
(Hagar] loved nothing in the world except this woman's son, 
wanted him alive more than anybody, but hadn't the least 
bit of control over the predator that lived inside her. Totally 
taken over by her anaconda love, she had no self left, no fears, 
no wants, no intelligence that was her own. (137) 
Toni Morrison introduced us to the theory of anaconda love in 1977 when she 
published her second nove� Song of Solomon. The term was originally devised to 
explain the emotional devastation that Hagar, one of the characters, feels because of 
her relationship with Milkman, the protagonist. Gary Storhoffbelieves that "anaconda 
love" is synonymous with his theory of parental enmeshment, the "suffocating bond 
parents occasionally create with their children"(291). While it is true that anaconda 
love and parental enmeshment share some similatities, I argue that anaconda love 
occurs in more extreme cases, and can be seen in relationships other than that of 
parent/child. In this chapter, I will examine three relationships in which this novel 
explores the complexities of anaconda love: Milkman Dead and his parents, Hagar 
and Pilate, and Milkman and Hagar. 
We can trace anaconda love and parental enmeshment through three different 
relationship scenarios in Song of Solomon. In the first case, Macon Dead and Ruth 
Foster attempt to gain ultimate control over their son Milkman, thereby unleashing 
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their anacondas orllheif son. Secondly,; Hagar is enmeshed· when her mother, Reba, 
and her grandm6ther, Pilate, ovet-invol"ve themselves in her life. The-primary· 
difference between these two parent/child situations is that parental enmeshment 
suffocates the child, but doesn't swallow 'the victim. In contrast, anaconda love stalks, 
suffocates and swallow� its prey. 
The third relationship is·th�clearesfexample of anaconda love and is the 
SourCe of this cl18pter' s epigraph. Due to her relationship with lter mother and 
grandnlothet, Hagar is primed for her destructive relationship with Milkman. 
Milkman4fa11S.prey to Hagat:s1maconda love. It is this relationship tluit gives birth to 
Morrison's entire concept ofaruioonda4ove. 
Since· the ter'm anaconda love' was created to describe the dependent 
relatiot;tShip between a man and a woman, it would be eaSy to place only male/female 
relation8liips'under this categoJY. Perhaps that is why Storhoff prefers the term 
enmeshment when d�ssing extreme relationships involving parents and children. 
However, when examinib.g the 'Dead household and the relationship between· 
Milkman and eael1 of his parents, it is neeesshry and appropriate to use Morrison's 
term anaconda lov� because of the severity of the 'relationship and the ex:treme 
measures to which the anaco� go in O'rder tcf eapturetheir prey. 
Milkman's struggle' against his parents"' anabondas Degan before birtlt. In tact, 
the anaconda breeding.-ground was ·cultivated just after Macon and Ruth were 
married. It was :during 'illis t�e"that Macon and Ruth began to realize hbw different 
they were. They also started to see the difference in their marital expectations. Raised 
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in an affiueJ.!!, yet �ld hQ!!Sehold, R�th Foster accepted.Macon as a- hlJSl:mn<l Qecause 
it J)let with $e appt:oval of her .father. �or the first sixteen years of her life, Ruth's 
father bad filled the voids of Ruth's life. Motherless and without friends, Rqtluelied 
q_n !t�r {ather f9r protection, .support ap4. cgmpiUJionship. Morrison hints at an 
i.Q.q��tuol1$.relatiopship betweeQ. father aqd daughter, but nevt?r.cpnfirQlS it. Certainly, 
Ruth :did _p.ot neeP a husban�, but she DJJUTied -because it was e�cted. Her 
inve�tment in the ID?ITiage.was a minor.on�1.always seeing to her fat@r's needs 
befQre .\ler husban(i 'sr 
.M�n' s desire for Ruth was purely f�cia\ .. Marrying the onlY. daughtey of 
Ute "l}iggest negr<r ip. !4t? city"(23) wou)4. cat�p�tt M!con into· societal heay�n. It 
�ttered little to �on tl!P:.t he and ��tl.t (lid pot know.�h_otl)e.r;·H�;b.&:l scten the 
way she kept her. father's hoti;S.�. �pe yvas pte�ing 1Q the-�y�,.� p$C.Pad �$1 how 
doting �he � on �r �fil:th.�r. Sllr�ly she would be even more $Q to a husba,nd. After 
aU� she was.nag:ted aft�r,the cleare� exaq1pl� of.the.iJ.erfect·wife. 
The ,Bi�lie{ll storynfRuth culminates· witt\ the ntafflmoWW �nition that a 
wife:s-duty i� strictly to.� her husband and his �pie, that shes abandons 3Ur 
attachn}tmt to �r {o�r �ly upon forming this new allianpe. In this �nario, the 
�rfect wife occupiel:! herself with dt!ties of the household. Macon, haying never 
lqlo\Yll his !OOther.� withoutilroore �stic pattem·to follow., �ume.s that Ruth 
will fulfill al!_ �wifely duti��� l�a�g tum to take can; o(�ll.theJarger, Jllore 
worl4ly �t�xj�ies outsisle the fa!Dily. Ihi� )Vas Mae<!Ifs dream. With h,is dutiful wife 
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caring. for the hOme, !he woUld then succeed ·in building his real eState empire� thereby 
gaining oonfrolover the.blackeonimunity in wliich he lived. 
Maoon''s dream world quickly came craSh.fug dowri �hen he realize({ that 
Ruth only 'seemed to ·15e the perfect woman beCause she was with her father ana not' 
because she was an inheredtly.good wife.' Ruth;s attentiveness only focused oriher 
father, aBd she had no desire to-play the rble ofher biblical·ru1mesake who was loyal 
'1o·her husband's family. Howeve¥, it was t&e extent of-Ruth's involvement with her 
father·that finalized Macon's position agahlst·his wife. Having� for year8, pal�tl in the 
shadow of the almighty Dr. Fosler,.Macon's wo'tst tears were cOnfirmed when·he 
fowil his wife·in the bed oTher dead father: naked, with his fmgers in her mouth.'' It is 
!this confirmation that separates Macon and �th physically and emotionally: 
¥'ears of distance provided Macon and Ruth with time to plan. They each had 
their own plan regardin'g�Milkman"and his role in the family. Macon saw in"MllRman 
the perfect suceessor to his fortune. He started molding Milkinan at ari early age to 
become a Ca.rbon copy'ofhitnSeli, thereby furfllling his early dream of ownership. 
Macon advises his s6n to follow his·lnodel of possessing material things. "Let me tell 
you right now the one tliing you'll ever need to' know: Own things. And let the things 
you own· own' Other things. Then you'll own yourself and other people too"(SS). 
Clearly, Macon's only desire in the \Vorla was to be powerfut It was his opinion that 
his' son would beiibie to help him achieve his goals of financial success and a 
heightened social standing. ¥aeon's anaconda was powered by these desiies and used 
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outright· force to attain them. MacQnwas 'strict with his son and ruled his house like a 
di�tator, witb.Ji1tle thought aboutthe eff�t that it had on Milkman. 
Mil.knuui' s lll,Qtber had diffeJ:.t:;nt ideas for her son. Ruth saw a replacel.llent 
husband, mealling someone ,to prptect and,_ta,l(e ,kare,ofher,. In Ruth's mind, this was a 
SOurctj.O(power.for.�r because she could U$e �Ukman �byr battle against Macon. 
Her_�macon.da wa& poWe� by the desire to tecapture what she .lost when her father 
<lle<l-andMacpn..a.bandoned her. She needed a surrogate male to act as protector and 
nurturer. She believc;d·tlu¢.Milkman would provide that source o{powth tht:;reby 
gaining control over Macon as well: Ruth' s·anaconda did ·not work.tl)rough fm:� as 
M4con' s .did. H;eJ anacoJlda worked through masked weakness. B.,y plal:ing a w.e� 
powerles:;.woman,).�.uth was able to coer.ce.Millonan to play the powerful JllJ11e ll>le •. 
in h.c;t:.life. 
·� ,Both Macon and Ruth had such strong agendas that it is not surprising that 
the� beco.n:x: two separate anacondas, each pulling Milkma.n a different way. Their 
goal, ho.wcv.er. is the·S3Jlle: total contro1 of Milkman. 
Millquan is.noJ the only child victim in Song of Solomon. Hagar, who at one 
point becomes �QllilConda.�rseU: dpes so due to her upbringing. However; in:<>rder 
to undermand Hagar's t:tell1!Denl pfMilkman, we need to first discuss Pilate 8Ad 
R,eba's enmeshing relationship, witb):lagar. It is this relationship that pl'im..e$� 
furher tt�mofM� 
Psychologist Mic�l. S,fiystul p.resents a sciemific description o.f family 
enmeshment. He explains that the enmeshed dysfunctional .family "is unable to 
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proVide nurturing and growth to its 'membersliip"(4). Dr. Nystul also describes the 
weak emotional bt>undaries tl1a.t are found in families involved in enmeshment. He 
says tbat::these furhllies exhibit �'ex�essive closeness between memberS, •lcSw levels .of 
individual differentiation, poor sense of autonomy, are highly reactive to any 
perception of deViance, and have' a-great need to be loya1"(5):·When we apply 
Nystul's.descripticm ofetuneshment to l?ilate!s household, we can see strong 
exautples ofthis' theory. ·� 
· The youngest in ·a-household· of women, }Iaga11 was witness to, and was 
defined by,.cerutin behaviors exhibited by .both her motbetimd gra{ldmother. The 
eternal "baby girl" even into her thirties, she was allowed to remain .immature even 
into adulthood. This is a direct example of how ah eruneshed family does not allow its 
members to grow. However, Haga(:is.not solely to.blame.for.tliese'exhibitions. It i$ 
the enabling behavib'rs·ofReba � Pilate that allow Hagar to indulge in these 
inappropriate feelings. One must then ask the .questiotllwhy would two seemingly 
strong and independent women:allow these types of behaviors to flourish? l?ilate�s 
upbringing provides ooe ansWer. 
Having lost her moilier at birlh, Pilate'never bad a matemal .. influence. She 
was well loved by.her.:father, Jake, and subsequently inherited mosthfhis personality 
traits. Evena5 a �oting child she appeared to have a strong spiritual presence. She was 
almost:ethereal. She gre\Vup �th�a love of nature wa strong farming prowess; 
noble attributes, but 'Ones that helped little with 'Child rearing. F.ortunately for Pilate, 
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her daqghw Reba $u"cd'her belikfs. Mat�ial things held littl.e i.mwrt&nce.within 
their home. In a house.without plumbing, theiF prized PQssessio� were-an , 
earring, a geogJ:aphy book and a bag f.lf.bol1es .. However, with the. birth of&,gar, their 
priorities shift., 
Hagar, unlike :Pilate and Reba, had a Joy� for prettY th.ip.gs. She always w�te� 
nice dresses and ribb.o119 for berhair, and it became Pilate's sole purpose to get these 
things for het. "All they .,knew t9 Q.o was lov,e .h.er ... they brougb.(heJ things to please 
her"(311 ). It was as though ·Pilate.� Qyercompensating for her 4wk -of.matemal 
skills, ·but by heighteQ.ing her owne�tations.to qn imllQ�ibb high levCfl�r 
relatiortShill �th Ijaga.r beco�s. J.Utr�istic.· The reader begins to see the excessi� 
ck>sene�s ,that we are WlU'Iled about by Dt. Nystul We also. see the poor sense Qf 
autonomy within the family. During .the :filneyal�pc;, .afty 3 �tic lullaby sung to 
her dead.grandd3ughter, ·Pilate approaches all oft:b.ft mourne� tellitJ.g.tbem about her 
"baby girl"(322). E:ven though Reba·'WaS Hngar.'.s.birth.mother, it was Pilate who 
assumed moSt of the roles of caregiver. We �·this·collfu:iion duriz}g Hagar's-last 
attempt to fix.herselfup.in order tp wip'back .Mi�. Dqring a hurrieQ. 
conversation with Reba and Pilate, Hagar reverseslter mother. and grap9ruojJler's· 
names. �·And getsoxne bait' .oil, Reba .. . Oh, nevermind. }U$1tlu\t. Mama� ijave you 
seen my ... Oh my God"( emphasis added 313). In this trPld, it w� P�ct w\lo W'l& 
the driving force behind the eiUlleshroc:JJ.t in Hagar's life. 
The consequence>fpr � erunesl)n;lent in Hagar's life, g_f.qowse, �a seriously 
inflated sense of self-importance 'On l;Iagar's part. Having .• �n gjven everything slte 
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had ever"-asked'for-gave Hagar a sense1>f security, but also the belief that she could 
contro1 everything and everybody in her life. This enmeshment left her emotionally 
and spiritually stunted" Because ofPilate·antt Reba's enmeshment, Hagar'felt that she 
could ask for, and receive, the-tove of anyone she wished. This is the basis for the 
anacon� love scehario with Milkman. The='goal of Hagar's anaconda was to have the 
complete love 3Jld devotion .of Milkman. 
When Milkman and Hagar ftrst' met, they .were twelve and ·seventeen 
respectively. At the beginning, Hagar encouraged her younger co11sin's attentions 
because it was a,mtising to her. Morrison writes: "She babied him, ignored hini, leased 
him - did anything she felt like, and he was grateful just to see her do anything or be 
any way"(92). Hagar believed that she had power over Milkman, and it was this 
power that gave birth to the anaconda she would use against Milkman. 
As the years passed, the anaconda grew: Hagar began to give herself 
completely to Milkman, both physically and emotionallyr This was whai fed the 
anaconda and allowed it to gain strength. The physical relationship :between Milkman 
and Hagar provided an easy escape for Milkman. Hagar was a constant in his life; if 
he wanted <to see her, he would. Other times he would disappear for weeks ·at a time, 
and when he would return without explanation, Hagar and the anaconda would 
Welcome him with open arms. It is at this point in their relationship where the reader 
can see·how Pilate�s enmeshnlent of Hagar backfires. For yearS', Hagar had i:eceived 
anything she bad ever asked.fot. NcSw that she was involved with Milkman, she 
assumed that he too, would give'he'r anything'she asked for. Even Mil.kman's frieoo· 
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Guitar can ��e, the damage �uses! qy the enmeshment, and it is his w,.o� tlu\t 
despribe Hagar; s condition. 
The prid�, the CRnceit of these doormat womet,} amazed him. Th«Y 
were·always,women who �d been spoiled as children. Whose whims 
had �n take,n seriously by adults and who grew J!P to be the stingiest, 
gre,ediest people on earth �d out of their stinginess_grew their stingy 
1\ttle love that ate everything in sight. They coulq not believe ,or accept 
the filet that they wert;.J.lt�lpv�; t]ley believed that the wqdd itself was 
off balance when it appeared-� th�ugh they w�re-not love<l.(310) 
S�orhoffagain. writes an acc.eptable explanation oft,his s;\tultion: 
H�ar's SP.iritual emptipess is ironically balpnced by her vast sense of 
ent!tlement: she believes �ha� Mi1k.mart mU&t love.h!:t: siJDPly·\Jecause 
she loves him. Her feeling of entitlement is a result p(Pil�e and 
Reba's enmeshment,. their eagerness to give her everything. While 
they deplete themselves, for her sake, she becomes the consu.nunate 
consumer, receiving anything she asks for. {297) 
Interestingly, it is Milkmap's failure to com_mit to Hagar and her subsc(quent 
desperation tb,at gives the most power to the anaconda. As Hag!U' .began to realize that 
she would ne�r become �ything more in Milkman's life (and,_ in fact,�. 
becomin�,less and less important to him), her desire for the unattainable only 
increased. The strength of her anaconda grew with every rejection frQ.ut Milkman. By 
the time h� sent her the .fatefuqetter, she no longer �9 any .conpoQJ Qver the predatot. 
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In a nove} where )he entire .theory ofanatonda love iS" created,,. Qne �to ask 
if the anacondas ate successful. Do :.the·anacbpda love relationships d�y; Pt. t 
swallow, the victim? Ultimfltely'"'.ho. However, it is a long and drawruiut bcntl�fol) 
freedem for Milkman; the �icti{n ofithree-anacondas in tl;lls novel. ·• 
As we can see, the first half,of the 110vel describes :the creation of the 
anaconda·love relationships and how the anacOndas gain the if puw�r.: The .fatnily . 
't1ackgr.t>un<i and interpersorutl relationships of the Dead �ly �incluaing �n,. , 
Ruth, Pilate and Hagar) exhibit the dysfunctionalicy·necessary forlhe.anacondas' 
emergence. -Itis during this first section thaUlie1Ulacondas have the most power. 
They are, in filet, successful· at -stvallOwing Mffianan. 'Macon and Ruth engulf: 
Milkman within their twisted battle for control oY.er each other�.and Hagar envelopes 
Milkman in a seventeen year.relationship,tluit.simultaneously sapsMilkman�s 
strengtliwhile providing-powerto Hagar. As Milkman leaves for his trip South at the 
end of the first section, he is completely overpowered by these fearsome predators. 
However, we.can underbtand this novelto be one in whiehMilkman learns to 
overcome the anacondas: This occurs': in the secona half of the.nove� the qu¢'st 
section. Playing.the.role of the classic pawn, Milkman heads south O.nhis father�s 
orders in-search ofaforgbttenfreasure.,Histrip·is fueled by his father's greed fbt 
money and power over· his sorl..Mi� at this point fully controlled by the 
anacon� agrees to do the leg work for his father. 
As his search progre�ses,.he::fiitds hiinself in the heartland ofbis'father's 
people. What began as a search for gold qqickly becomes a search for the truth behind 
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Milkman's family history. ¥ilkman becomes intrigued·by the. stories he is told by the 
people whQ knew his father, aunt Pilate, and grandparents. Until this time� Mi1.krilan 
held no interest in the background ,of his family. However; his ihterest is.sparked.by 
the mysterious identities !Jf hiswandpaients and their importance in the Community. 
Lincoln's Heaven, the.furtiily �was at tHe lieart ofthe community. It was 
a prospe.::ous farm and gathering·place, ana Milkman's grandfather Jake was held in 
high regard by the people oftlie area. His: land was so prosperous in met that he Was 
murdered by neighboring whites 'who �ted the Jand. It was at this point that Macon 
and.Pilate 'were run off and began their very different ·lives: 
The more Mi.lkm!m heard of hiS fiimily ·history, the prouder he became. lie�·�� 
had not -realized how much of }].is oWn identify was Il)issing..nntil he. heard the 
bac�ground of his futher. After dceiphering.the meaning of the childien's song.sung 
in Shalimar, Milkman's past becomes inore clear and1lls desire to learn more about 
his family is apparent. 
Milkman was gettipg. confused:· but he 'was as excited as a child 
confronted wiiliboxes and bdxes-of.pre8erlts imder the skirt of a 
Christmas tree. Somewhere in the·pile was a glfi for him . . 1 He ran 
back. to Solomon's store and'caught a glimpseof himself.in the'plate­
glass window. Jlawas.grinning. His eyes were shining .. He was-as 
eager. and happy as.� bad ever been in his.life. (3.08) 
.-It is with this understanding of how his fumily was cr�ted that Milkman can 
finally admit to himself who he is. B)! taking pride ih himselfas a person,.Millqitan 
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instantly kills'th�.anacondas of his pattmts�·:'Even hi's self-induced defomiitY 
disappears, and for·the firsftinie "heilid Iiof1inip"(284). He is now able to stand 
alone Without the controlling suppoltt'>f his mother' and falher.1t' is also afthis time' 
that he" Is able to take responsibility for his role in his relationship with Hagar. Even 
though Hagar created and controlled the anaconda, he helped fuel her emotional 
instability with his prolonged treatment of her. 
Finally, with Milkman's new found sense of self-awareness comes a profound 
' 
love for his Aunt Pilate. Having been poisoned by his father into believing that Pilate 
was somehow responsible for what was wrong in his world, Milkman finally learned 
the truth about this strange, almost god-like woman. Pilate was a presence in his life 
from birth and was, in fuct, responsible for his conception, but due to Macon's . 
misguided hatred of his sister, Milkman had little to do with her until her was nearly 
an adult. His quest south revealed that Pilate was not the dirty, untrustworthy sneak 
his father made her out to be, but rather a world-loving Earth mother who would give 
her life for her nephew. As she lay dying in Milkman's arms at the end of the novel, 
this point is driven home with her final words. "I wish I'd a knowed more people. I 
would of loved 'em all. If I'd a knowed more, I would a loved more"(340). 
We know little about the fate of Milkman at the end of the novel. Having 
killed his anacondas and regained his own identity and strength, we see him leap out 
into the air towards him friend/enemy Guitar. This novel is partially based on the 
myth of the Flying Africans, .. who gained their freedom from oppression by literally 
flying off above the heads of their oppressors, and the conclusion ofSong of Solomon 
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exhibits this parallel. With the knowledge of who he was as a person came the ability 
to kill his anacondas and leap without fear into the unknown. With the weight of the 
anacondas off of his back, Milkman realized that "if you surrendered to the air, you 
could ride it"(3.41 ). 
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Chapter 2: Horrific.Love in Toni Morrison'� novel; Beloved 
In 1992, Toni Morrison publishe4 what is arguably the most powerful and 
emotional IlQVel of her.career. Based on-the true story of a runaway slav�. Beloved 
chronicles the life of a woman who.had e.verything against her except the Jove ojher 
children. ..And in the end, even that love proved .to be too much for her. Beloved 
marks the life ot:.Sethe, and her ghost-daugh�er Beloved, and theit torturous battle to 
over come eap}t other's.anacondaJove. 
According to Terry.Otten, Morrison's c�ters "seem capaQle at once of 
enormous crithinality.and unmitigatedlo:ve and they demand both oond�mnatiop and 
admiration, both respect and fear" (Horrific 655). Love, particularly, js a.n ambivalent 
value in M9rrison's writing. For the most part, it is.used.to illustrate a corrupt 
culture,,crippled by racism. lHs the excuse given to. unleash forQ.es so.bnUal that they 
defy conventional defmitions of cruelty and evil. Instead, acts commonly considered 
evil are transformed in her novels into extraordinary illustratio:qs of lo\!e. This is how 
the.anaconda luve situations.. plays out in Beloved. 
The ,.anaconda strikes 'in a very interesting way in this noveL It attacks in two 
irlstances and with two cba.t;aGters, Sethe,and Beloved. However, they each play·an 
anaconda and a Yictim. In thejjrst case, Sethe becomes the anaconda, loving_ !let 
CJanghter so desperately that she�wo.ukf rather k,ill her than see her returned to the 
hands of a slave owner. Beloved then reciprocates the extreme love when she returns 
eighteen years later to recapture the mo'ther she lost. In this chapter, I will examine 
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each instance of anaconda' love and then explain the way in which Sethe was freed 
frotn the anaconda. " 
Beloved w�Mot'riS'ofi"s fifth novet artd it is somewhat differentfiom:·her 
previous Moks·in that it is set in post-Civil war years whereas the others focus dn 
near-real time. Therefore, the liistoric experience of slavery in America is· mudh 
closer to the stlrface, ·much closer to memor3' for the characters of Beloved. 
Beloved was stJeCifically mspired by real, historic cases ofinfanticlde; 
Among infanticid41 ac'Cobnts-involving 'African American children born to slaves, 
most occurred in order to prevent children born mto captivity from: suffering the 
inevitable pain'orslavery's inhumartl.ty. One such true story involved a runaway 
slave,·Marga.ret·Oamer, who tried to.kill her four children when she WaS about to be 
caught by slave trackers. Like Morrison's fictioruil character Sethe, OWner-was 
found at her mother-in-law's -house in Cincinnati Vatious versions-of·this case are 
recorded and it was incorpdtated into The Black Book, the scrapbook of African 
American hiStory Mortisolf helped p\lt together in 1974. In her essay, "Narrative 
Possibilities arPlay," Giulia Scarpa tracks the impact of the Garner story in 
Morrison's writing. She says, "Morrison says that she was not at all interested in 
recording "Garner�s life..as lived, but rather she wanted to invent it. With Beloved. 
Morrimn ·has cettairily succeeded in ('einventing the extreme act of love of a s�ve 
mbther and trartsfortned-it into a pbwerful metaphor"t93). 
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Morrison's vision in this story, as in her other novels, grows not only from the 
African American tradition but also reflects her affinity with the moral dilemmas 
acted out in ancient Greek drama. Morrison majored in classical literature during her 
undergraduate college years and she acknowledges that there is an affinity in her 
writing with ancient tragedy. We see, for instance, a similarity between the story of 
Beloved and that of Medea, a story of infanticide written by Euripides in 43 1 B.C. 
While the motivation of each woman is different, they are linked by the act of killing 
their children under extreme emotional distress. 
Having been abandoned by her husband, Medea succeeds in the vengeful 
killing of her children. Medea, a fairly wealthy woman, exhibits the lack of 
importance of her children with this act. Their value dropped with the exit of her 
husband, and suddenly, they were more valuable dead than alive. This convenient 
disposability of life highlights the difference between Medea's wealthy privilege and 
Sethe's slave existence. Sethe is willing to kill her children in order to save them 
from a horrific life of enslavement, while Medea kills her children in order to 
maintain her pride and destroy �er husband's spirit. 
Sociobiologist C. George Boeree would describe Medea's motivation in 
instinctual behavioral terms. After all, mate selection dictates that women choose 
men on the basis of their ability to protect and provide for their offspring. When that 
contract has been breached and trust is broken, women may be driven to destroy the 
only thing that would remaffi: important to the male: his children. 
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Such motivation may seem particularly unenlightened to women today; it may 
seem nearly alien, in fact, to young mothers who are accustomed to being both 
nurturers and bread winners. However, it is also important to remember that the 
entire basis upon which Sethe killed her daughter is perhaps the most alien to today' s 
society. 
While today's reader is commonly aware of the horrors inflicted on slaves 
during the 1800's, Morrison is able to paint a frighteningly vivid picture of the life 
Sethe lead at Sweet Home, the Kentucky plantation where she was born and raised as 
property. During her time compiling The Black Book, Morrison was able to get first 
hand accounts of the conditions of Southern slaves. Slaves experienced the loss of 
their heritage and fumily traditions, deplorable working conditions and excessive 
abuse. Morrison incorporated these elements into Beloved, but also added other 
wounds to Sethe' s psyche. 
As a young child, Sethe witnessed the hanging death of her mother, an event 
that would leave its mark on Sethe's maternal makeup. This was the first time that 
Sethe realized how disposable black human beings were to slave owners. As she 
grew, she was fortunate to be placed in the plantation's home rather than working in 
the fields. This did not protect her, however, from the abuse and humiliating attacks 
of the plantation's caretaker, Schoolteacher. It was at his hands that Sethe suffered 
the most emotionally and physically devastating event of her life. By following 
Schoolteacher's instructions, his two young nephews held down the pregnant and 
nursing Sethe and stole her milk. It was this event that separated Sethe's emotional 
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state and maternal protection from that of other slaves. To Sethe, the act of stealing 
her mother's milk was worse than if they had killed her. This triggered her extremist 
desire to protect her children from this monster of a slave owner. This caused the 
anaconda to come to life within her. 
After suffering horrifying acts of degradation at the hands of a slave owner, 
Sethe finally frees herself by running toward the North. The journey is a difficult 
one. She is pregnant and, having sent her children on ahead, she attempts to make the 
trip alone. Miraculously, Sethe succeeds in her task, having given birth to her 
daughter Denver along the way. This impossible feat is a clear example of the 
lengths Sethe is willing to go for her children. Her passage into freedom provides 
strength for the anaconda. 
Sethe's crossing into freedom with her children transforms her relationship 
with them. Terry Otten claims that "having entered the free state, Sethe cannot allow 
her children to return to slavery [and] her love becomes more boundless and 
free"( Crime 57). This boundless love becomes fuel for the anaconda. For the ex­
slave, this time spent in freedom provided more time for her to wony about her 
children's safety, thereby ·giving more power to the anaconda. Every day that Sethe 
enjoys freedom with her children in Cincinnati is another day that the anaconda gains 
power. By the time the slave owner appears to recapture Sethe and her children, the 
anaconda has coiled itself around all of the children. If left alone a moment longer, 
the anaconda may have cla�ed the life of all of her children, and not just Beloved. 
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It is impossible to miss the depth:nflove thattSethe holds for Beloved. . 
MolTisonJl}erts the.readerimmediately to this fundamental and crucial reality. In the 
novel's second epigraph Morrison gives us the origin of her name, again a Biblical 
reference, Romans 9:25, "!·will call them my people, which were not my people; and 
her:belovt!d, whiclt was not beloved." Scarpa examines the use Qfthis pf!Ssage: "This 
oXy!nQron cpncehls'lbe traps of duplicity that' Morrison cherishes and· hints at�he 
pow.er oflangll!lge to change. things by defmfug them"(94). Morrison?s play\on 
words bighlights .not only her education in 'Classical literature, out also her family's 
influence and k;nowledge of Biblical text. 
Mer murdering Belo¥ed, Sethe .eXchanges ten minutes of sex with a stone 
engraver so that he woWd write the wQrd "Beloved" on her tombstone. This scenario 
\ 
is' both repuJsive and touchitlg. While w.e.rnay fmd Sethe's behavior morally 
reprehensible, her motivation. is pure because children of slaves· most often were 
abandoned in �ed, soon forgotten graves, and so Sethe guarantees through 
sacrifice ofh�bodyrta.kind of1rnrnortality for.Beloved;.the sacrificial cliild,•in.this 
section of Morrison's narrative·labyrintb. 
At -he1: daughter's funeral, Sethe remembers only two words spokerrby the 
preacher: "Dearly· Beloved." She remembers those because from her perspective;it is 
"All there was to shy''(S). The simplicit)lofthis statement is powerful :and to the 
point The anaconda·love has succeed . It crept up on Beloved during Sethe's' 
journey North, coiled itself around her during their days offreedom,.:an<i swallowed 
the .baby girl at the same moment the knife went across her-neck. 'With.its prey 
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swallo.wed, t,he anaconda rests, waiting to spring should the situation·present itself. 
With the predator Within her silent, Sethe' has nothing left to do but -continue with her 
life. 
Sethe lives in her"llllther-in-law's houSe with her only remaining daughter, 
Denver. The murdered child's ghost haunts the house. The baby ghost- succeeds in 
driving away not only Sethe' s two sons; Howard and Buglar, but also any visitor from 
the surrounding community whu attempts to befriend Sethe. Paul D, a fello.w slave 
from Sweet Home,,arrives, takes up residence and brings back to Sethe the memories 
she has been trying to forget, both those of anguish and those of hope. Their attempt 
to live tqgether is abruptly interrupted by the arrival of.a young woman who·.calls 
herselfB.el�d. It has been eighteen years since the·Sethe's anaconda was.laid·to 
r� � now we see it emerge to assist al\ew ally: Beloved. 
THe :arrival ofBeloved·marks,the beginning of the end for Sethe and Paul D. 
Any chance at baving a normal, reciprocating relationship is sabotaged with 
Beloved's �turn.· In short, she takes possession of the house, runs Paul D out of it, 
and the three women start a life of self-absorption and recrimination. 
The relationship. between Sethe and Beloved proves calamitous. Terry Otten 
refers to an "intimacY. of destructive rage incited by feelings oflove"(Crime 194). 
Beloved's anaconda is 1Ule  that thrives on anger. -Beloved not only wants to 
overpower Sethe, but control her cbmpletely� mind and body. The destructive rage 
that Sethe and Bek>ved exhi�it obviotisly drove Sethe to infanticide and it compels 
Beloved to claim possession ofSethe'��self. Sethe is convinced that Beloved is her 
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own baby girl, �surrected and brought back into her life. Finally, Setlie gets the 
chance to explain her motives to Beloved and the opportunity to hear her daughter say 
''I forgive you" even though Sethe never admits guilt. 
In her ''unspeakable things, unspoken" soliloquy, Sethe claims that though:She 
does not "have to explain a thing," she will. "Why I did it. How if I hadn't .killed her 
she would have died . . .  '�'(200). The more Beloved demands of her"' the more "Sethe 
pleads for forgiveness, counting, listing again ,and again her reasons: that Beloved 
was more important, meant more to her than her own life"(246); ''that what she had 
done was right because it came from true love"(251 ). 
_ 
Beloved's return is a resurrection, literally. She emerges from the river. 
Mo.o:ison uses water as metaphor and most often, as ,a symbol ofbirth,.throughout 
Beloved. :Water symbolizes J:}le.torturous passage of a ·slave ship, e1,1 mute t<Y America, 
a kind of backwards rebirth from freedom into bondage. Sethe's-daughter Denver 
was born on the river that Sethe was about to cross on her way to .freedom.. Her 
waters broke into the water thus extending the metaphor "crossing the river" to 
freedom. 
In another Biblical metaphor, Morrison invests Denver, Beloved's sister, with 
a near disciple's dev.otion to her dead sister's memory. Denver, from the beginning, 
bad a special re1ationship with Beloved. Moments after Beloved was �d, her 
mother, still covered with Beloved's blood nurses Denver. Denver� "swallowed her 
[Beloved's] blood right along with [their] mother's milk"(252). Ms.>rrison completes 
another Biblical analogy in this description of communion, drinking the blood of 
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salvation, and iir.excbange for Belolled's sacrifice, Denver keeps her s�ter's memory 
alive. 
The ritual :ofbaptism in·mlmy religions is lhe symbolic act of''washing away 
sins" and being " .. reborn." Certainly, Beloved's arrival is interpreted by ·her mother 
and .sister as rebirth and resurrection Beloved's watery resurrection is predicted by 
Denver, who sees and describes a vision: "I saw a white dress holding onto you . . .  It 
looked jusi like you. Kneeling next to you while you were praying.· Had1ts arm 
around your waist'( emphasis added 43-44 ). BelaYed '·s anaconda is..already.. , .;  
beginning,to coil itself aroUnd· Sethe, even before the appearance of the. young 
woman. Setbe is not alarmed ·by this dream. She and Denver speak openly and 
without cohcem aboutthe details .. ofthe dress. Her demeanor jmplies .. that·�ing 
visions me' common. The supepuit:qral.a:nd.its role .in African American tradition·is 
usually \vo'ven into Morrison's n,arratives. Most importantly, Denver's vision is a 
clue about the.tintemvining relationship between Sethe and Beloved and predicts the 
nearly complete and destructive immersion of the two. 
Belov.ed-atr:ives, apparently risen.from the nearby river. For hours after she 
emerges ftom.the water, she hasn't the strength to hold her head-up o:rr walk. �She 
simply Jies·dol\ln against a tree and sleeps. Her actions. mirror thO'Se of newborns 
who, after the trauma and.exertioh.o£birth, sleep for several hours. Sethe, upon 
seeing the young .woman;needs to· excuse herself and run to the privy, where. ''the 
water she voided was endles;;"(63). This is, again, a �bol of birth and the release ' 
of a woman's amniotic fluid. 
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Almost instantly. the relationship between Sethe·and Beloved begins to show 
the signs of destruction. Beloved· begins immediately to push away the few people 
that Sethe has Ic;:t into her life,. including Paul D. Beloved's anaconda·does not want 
witn�sses to .its task. Instead, Beloved plays the helpless victim, knowing that the 
IOOther·within...Sethe will respond, thereby letting her reciprocating Telationship with 
Paul D fall by·the wayside. ) , J 
Beloved has exclusive insight into portions of Sethe's life. She is aware not 
only of certain events ·that occurred at Sweet Home, but also how those events 
affected Sethe's life. Still, Beloved begs for detailed accounts of these events. In 
fact, she seems insatiable .concerning Sethe:' s history. 
Sethe wants only to please Belpv,ed with stories ofthe·p.ast, but "every 
mention of past life hurt. E.verythiilg in it was painful or lost"(72). Beloved nearly 
swallow's Sethe's "self' whole, possessing her in a way no other person is able to do. 
Beloved seems to have no independent self: and is barely able to contain herself at 
night when they are-sleeping in separate rooms, let alone the numerous hours "nine or 
ten of them each day but one"(123) when Sethe is away at work. 
Left alone after Paul D's desertion, the three women allow waves ofJheir 
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passionate feelings. to �ge without interference. Scarpa explains, � 
In this section of.the· ttPvel, the absence of spol\cn words connoted the 
proiolmd intimacy-among characters and thejr absohste C4pacity.to 
communicate .symbioti<;ally, telepathically. It m � wique and magical 
moment . . .  Sethe is rejuvenated. She feels free: "Think about all I ain't 
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got to remember no more . . .  I don't have to remember nothing. I don't 
even have to explain"(183). (100) 
It is this memory that plays such an important role in the relationship between Sethe 
and Beloved. While Sethe's past remains painful to her, it is her "rememory"(265) 
that Beloved needs in order to complete her "self." In the crucial fourth soliloquy, we 
see the convergence of the mother and daughters which gives a sense of completion. 
Beloved 
You are my sister 
You are my daughter 
You are my face; you are me 
I have found you again; you have come back to me 
You are my Beloved 
You are mine 
You are mine 
You are mine (266) 
Sethe receives ((motional healing from her relationship with Beloved. By 
nurturing the grown child, Sethe feels psychologically repaired. She is warmed by 
Beloved's affection. Sethe believes that the attention she receives from the girl is 
different from Denver's affection. Morrison writes, "Sethe was flattered by 
Beloved's open, quiet devotion. The same adoration from her daughter {Denver] 
would have annoyed her; made her chill at the thought of having raised a ridiculously 
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dependent child. But the company of this sweet, if peculiar, guest pleased her the 
way a zealot pleases his teacher"(71 ). 
However, the anaconda love between Sethe and Beloved soon becomes 
consuming. Sethe quits her job and immerses herself into supplying Beloved's wants 
and needs; the anaconda's love begins to squeeze. Sethe begins to lose self: but so 
does Beloved. Her tooth falls out and "Beloved looked at the tooth and thought, This 
is it. Next would be her arm, her hand, a toe. She had two dreams: exploding and 
being swallowed" (emphasis added 133). 
The relationship between Sethe and Beloved depicts the calamitous 
potentiality of boundless love. Terry Otten makes this point eloquently. "Freedom in 
Morrison's novels is always perilous, and a mother's freedom to love her child is 
exceedingly dangerous- it is potentially self-consumptive"(Horrific 654). It is Denver 
who first understands the capacity oflove to murder, because it is she who first senses 
Beloved's murderous intent in the Clearing when Beloved almost strangles Sethe. 
Denver comes to realize that Beloved has returned to exact restitution from Sethe. 
AshrufH.ARushdy rightly sees Beloved and Denver as polar opposites: one the 
incarnation ofSethe's guilt, the other the symbol of hope. He oomments: "Beloved 
accuses while Denver embraces, Beloved is unforgiving while Denver is 
loving"(303). 
Only Denver is able to extricate herself from this swirling eddy of destructive 
love. It is Denver who se�s the anaconda's presence and its intent on swallowing 
Sethe. Denver, ironically, has always possessed "freedom" unknown to any other 
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black characters in the noVel. She is not only a daughter conceived as a result of 
parental love, she is the only black character in this story born in freedom. Without 
slavery's shackles, Denver can ultimately deliver Sethe from the coils of the 
anaconda. 
Denver becomes frightened for Sethe and pleads with the community of 
women who previously rejected Sethe to come help save her from the obsessive ghost 
of her dead baby. In this passage, Morrison exhibits her knowledge of African 
American oral traditions. As the women arrive at 124 Bluestone Road, they act as a 
single being sent there to evict the thing that is harming one of their own. "Ella . 
hollered. Instantly the kneelers and the standers joined her. They stopped praying 
and took a step back to the beginning. In the beginning there were no words. In the 
beginning there was the sound, and they all knew what the sound sounded like"(3 1 8). 
The women of the chorus, the thirty neighborhood women who come to pray and sing 
for Sethe, though they may have been horrified by Sethe's "rough choice," fully 
understand it. 
The chorus comes to deliver Sethe from the ghost. Morrison writes ''the 
voices of the women searched for the right combination, the key, the code, the sound 
that broke the back of words. Building voice upon voice until they found it, and 
when they did it was a wave of sound wide enough to sound deep water and knock 
the pods off chestn:ut trees. It broke over Sethe and she tremble_d like the baptized in 
its wash"(261). Once again Morrison has "baptized" one ofher characters. This 
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time, it was Sethe who was washed clean, saved from the certain death of anaconda 
love. 
In spite of its inexhaustible efforts, Beloved's anaconda failed in its primary 
task of swallowing Sethe. The women of the community were able to save Sethe 
from total consumption. It did succeed, however, in its secondary goals. For the 
period of time when Beloved (the woman) was in 124 Bluestone Road, Sethe was 
able to nurture and care for the child in Beloved. This reason, coupled with the 
critical arrival of  Paul D, was why the baby ghost materialized. She desperately 
missed the mother that cared for her for the first two years of her life. Beloved's 
anaconda also proved to be helpful to Sethe. By repeatedly discussing Sethe's past, 
Beloved forced Sethe to deal with the atrocities that occurred in her life. Sethe was 
then able to purge some of the guilty feelings she had surrounding the death of her 
daughter. Also, Denver's intervention at the end of the novel provided a reason for 
the community members to enter into Sethe' s life. This wouldn't have been possible 
without the existence ofBeloved's anaconda. 
The life span ofSethe's anaconda was somewhat different from that of 
Beloved's. From the beginning, Sethe's anaconda appeared to contain more power 
than that of Beloved's. Perhaps it was the maturity of Sethe's love that gave it greater 
strength. Sethe's anaconda was created at the Sweet Home plantation, gained power 
during her trip north, and finally swallowed its prey in Cincinnati. It wasn't killed, 
however, until Sethe was saved by the ladies of her community. It was at that point 
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that Sethe's life became hers again. She had accepted her past, shared her rememory, · 
and nurtured her baby daughter, and with that she was able to regain her own strength 
as a person. 
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Chapter 3: The Bluest Eye: Feeding the Anaconda with innocence 
The Bluest Eye is not a love story. It is a story of destructio� brutality, incest 
and lost innocence. Cholly Breedlove is the thematic catalyst in The Bluest Eye. He 
instigates destruction for himself and the members of his family, particularly his 
daughter Pecola and his wife Pauline. Cholly Breedlove is the most clearly defined 
predator in The Bluest Eye, but he is not the only one. This novel is the home to two 
anacondas; one is blatant, the other shrouded. 
Although Morrison did not publish the phrase "anaconda love" until 1977, it 
is apparent in The Bluest Eye that she was discovering the power of extremist love 
and the destructive capabilities it carried with it. This novel follows the same 
characteristics of anaconda love that was exhibited in the first two chapters. 
However, in this novel we discover an altered anaconda, one that has the ability to 
feed upon its own host. 
Extremist love works in two different ways in The Bluest Eye. In the first 
case, Cholly Breedlove is the aggressor, or anaconda. His "love," unlike the 
anaconda love in the two previous novels, is born out of profound hatred. He hates 
all of his victims/lovers and in fact, distrusts the very concept of love. This anaconda 
enjoys the pain that is associated with the squeezing of life from its victim. It chooses 
a victim that is his own close relation and one that is physically and emotionally 
weak. The anaconda will only be satisfied when it is able to crush the hopes and 
dreams of its victim, depriving the victim of any chance of normalcy within herself 
and the community. Death occurs when the spirit of the victim is dead. 
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The second example of anaconda love reveals a surprising predator. This 
anaconda instills a vision of perfection, beauty, and love that entangles Pecola 
Breedlove in an unattainable dream. Pecola so longs for this unreachable wish that 
she becomes victimized like Hagar and Sethe. Each yearns so deeply for the object of 
their affection that they become delusional, unable to see reason or boundaries in 
their love. In this light, Pecola becomes her own anaconda, victimizing herself with 
this unreachable dream. 
Pecola's anaconda is a vehicle for escape from a life that is filled with cruelty 
and ugliness. This anaconda will succeed in its mission when it can deliver Pecola 
the one thing she truly wants, blue eyes. Obviously, this task is never accomplished, 
and Pecola is left with only the harm that the anaconda brings. 
Morrison has acknowledged that in The Bluest Eye she was writing about 
"beauty, miracles, and self-imagery"(Horrific 653). She was writing about how 
people relate to one another and how they use or misuse love. This misunderstanding 
of the theory of love is the basis for the anaconda love scenario in this novel. The 
first subject is Cholly Breedlove. I will analyze his impact on his family and his role 
as father and the role he takes as anaconda. Secondly, I will discuss Pecola's love 
affair with blue eyes and what that represents. I will explain how it leads ultimately 
to her loss of innocence and sanity. I will also examine Morrison's adaptations of 
classical literature including stories from the Bible that pertain to incestuous 
relationships and their affiliation to The Bluest Eye, Finally, I will discuss 
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Morrison's theory of the crime of innocence and how that is depicted in The Bluest 
Eye. 
In his essay "Horrific Love in Toni Morrison's Fiction," literary critic Terry 
Otten eloquently describes Morrison's driving force behind the story of Cholly 
Breedlove. He writes, "In the story of the ironically named Cholly Breedlove, 
[Morrison] characterizes a quest and capacity for love malformed and wrenched by 
the viciousness of a white-dominated culture that perverts its every 
expression"(Horrific 653). The malformed love that Otten refers to is the result of 
Cholly's first attempt at intercourse. His first attempt to share intimacy with a 
woman becomes a humiliating and degrading experience and this degradation diverts 
his love into bate. Cholly and his young companion, Darlene are interrupted during 
their first sexual encounter. 
Darlene froze and cried out. He thought he had hurt her, but when he 
looked at her face, she was staring wildly at something over his 
shoulder. He jerked around. There stood two white men. One with a 
spirit lamp, the other with a flashlight. There was no mistake about 
their being white; he could smell it . . .  'Get on wid it, nigger,' said the 
flashlight one . . .  'Come on, coon. Faster. You ain't doing nothing for 
her' . . .  Cholly, moving faster, looked at Darlene. He bated her . . .  He 
wanted to strangle her, but instead he touched her with his foot. 'We 
got to get, girl. Come on! ' (1 1 7  - 1 1 8) 
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Cholly's encounter with the white men associated sex with hate and 
humiliation. From that point on he sees love, both physical and emotiona� as 
something bitter and angry. A pivotal point in the novel that exemplifies this is his 
violent rape of his daughter that leaves her unconscious on the kitchen floor. 
Can there be justification for Cholly' s temperament and inability to express 
tenderness? He himself was parentless, and therefore lacked a paternal role model. 
He is certainly not anyone's idea of a perfect parent. He turns his attention to his 
children only when he wants them to do something or when he needs an outlet for his 
insults beyond those that he levels at his wife Pauline. 
In 1996, President Clinton asked that a task force be formed to investigate and 
strengthen the role of fathers in American families. The resulting committee, The 
Federal Interagency Forum on Child and Family Statistics, has published extensive 
research surrounding the role fathers play in their families. The committee found that 
in some cases futhers may experience a duality in their role as parent. In their report, 
they stated that most fathers "help protect and provide for their children while 
. 
. 
teaching them how to negotiate the difficult experiences they will encounter as they 
make the transition to adulthood"(Marsigliol 9). This was a trait that Cholly could 
not exhibit for his children. Usually drunk and never attentive, Cholly cared little 
about his role as a futher. Is the anaconda a nurturing animal? Does it raise its young 
and teach it to prepare for the outside world? No. Like Cholly Breedlove, the 
anaconda's responsibility for its young stops after birth. 
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Cholly does, however, fall under the second category that Marsiglio and his 
team investigated. The committee notes that ''There can be a darker side to fathers' 
presence in their children's lives. Fathers sometimes present a danger to their 
families and trigger their children's self-destructive behavior. Father's have the 
potential to bring about real harm when they are physically or mentally 
abusive"(Marsiglio 19). Cholly Breedlove was both, triggering both Pecola and her 
brother Sammy's self-destructive behavior. While Pecola withdrew into a fantasy 
world where she was beautiful and well-loved, Sammy used his home life and his 
relationship with his father as a weapon against the world. It allowed him to be 
vicious to other people and "to run away from home no less than twenty-seven 
times"(38). 
Cholly's lack of parenting skills derive form his own upbringing. Abandoned 
on a garbage heap, he was unable to experience normal parenting. As described in 
the novel, ''The aspect of married life that dumbfounded him and rendered him totally 
dysfunctional was the appearance of children. Having no idea of how to raise 
children, and having never watched any parent raise himself, he could not ever 
comprehend what such a relationship should be"(l26). While parenting skills are 
primarily learned, it is also necessary to have some shred of embedded compassion 
for other human beings. Cholly lacks this ability. 
In his article on dynamic conflict, Morris Eagle discusses a theory that has 
some bearing in the case against Cholly Breedlove and his inability to function 
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normally within his family. Eagle says that dynamic conflict does not Jay blame in 
environmental failures or traumas. Under this premise, we cannot blame Cholly's 
upbringing for his infractions against his family. The humiliation he suffered during 
intercourse at the hands of the white hunters should not be an excuse for his 
subsequent rape ofhis own daughter. Instead, when dealing with dynamic conflict, 
one must "think in tenns of wishes and fantasies that are embedded in conflict and 
anxiety. Being compelled by certain unrealistic wishes and fantasies about which one 
is conflicted and anxious can also be understood as a developmental deficit"(Morris 
1). By following this line of reasoning, we can see that Cholly's rape ofPecola was 
in fact, a bizarre fantasy that Cholly acted out in order to resolve an inner conflict, 
and doing so was an embedded necessity, not an act of unique free will. The 
anaconda within Cholly needed a prey. It chose a victim that was weak both 
emotionally and physically. 
During the minutes before the rape, Morrison reveals Cholly' s train of 
thought. She writes: 
The sequence ofhis emotions was revulsion, guilt, pity, then love. His 
revulsion was a reaction to her young, helpless, hopeless presence. 
Her back hunched that way; her head to one side as though crouching 
from a permanent and unrelieved blow . . .  She was a child ­
unburdened - why wasn't she happy? The clear statement of her 
misery was an accusation. He wanted to break her neck - but 
tenderly.(127) 
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Moments later he would crawl across the floor, and begin his attack by caressing 
Pecola's foot. The reader can almost picture Cholly as an animal, slowly stalking and 
then devouring his victim. 
What brought Cholly Breedlove to the point of rape? His actions cannot be 
excused, but analyzing some of his thought processes will give an insight into his 
depravity. 
Pecola unwittingly made one gesture while washing dishes that would bring 
Cholly to his breaking point. She innocently scratched the back of her calf with her 
foot. This simple gesture catapulted Cholly back in time to the moment when he met 
his wife Pauline, who also innocently scratched her leg with her foot. Interestingly, it 
was not simply the action that attracted Cholly to Pauline; it was the fact that Pauline 
had a deformity, a clubbed foot. 
Pauline was ever aware ofher deformity and treated it as an excuse to stay 
away from people. It provided her with a screen behind which she could hide. 
However, this physical difference did not repel Cholly; it attracted him. This is 
another example of how Morrison contradicts what is normally expected in society 
while creating her characters. 
Sociobiologist George Boeree talks about this physical attraction in mate 
selection. Curiously, Cholly's attraction to Pauline's ailment negates most research 
on the subject of mate selection. Boeree says "We should find healthiness attractive 
and, conversely, illness unattractive. We should find 'perfect' features attractive, and 
deformities unattractive. We should find vitality, strength, vigor attractive"(2). It 
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would be easy to assume that Cholly chose Pauline as a wife in order to take care of 
her. More plausible, however, is that he saw Pauline as weak and knew that he would 
be able to control or be superior to her as a husband. 
Cholly Breedlove is the ultimate despicable man. He goes against every ideal 
that society constructs, perfect husband, provider, father, member of community and 
church. None of these titles ever fit Cholly Breedlove. After succeeding in putting 
his :fiunily out on the street, Morrison describes the man Cholly had become. "Cholly 
Breedlove, then, a renting black, having put his fiunily outdoors, had catapulted 
himself beyond the reaches ofhuman consideration. He had joined the animals; was 
indeed, an old dog, a snake, a ratty nigger"( emphasis added 19). 
In an interview, Toni Morrison said of her characters that "If you judge them 
all by the best that they have done, they are wonderful. If you judge them by the 
worst that they have done, they are terrible"(McKay 423). However, it is difficult to 
find the good in Cholly Breedlove. Any remnant of goodness left him at a young age. 
The white men who interrupted his first sexual encounter took with them his dignity 
and most of his compassion for women. The father who denied his existence took 
Cholly's identity as a man and his self-worth. What was left was skepticism and a 
mean heart. Therefore, Pecola Breedlove started out in the world with a large strike 
against her, her father. 
Children are a product of their environment. Pecola's environment was a two­
room storefront filled with anger, hostility and hatred. The entire Breedlove family 
was ugly. They were not simply physically ugly, but ugly from the inside out. The 
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narrator tells us that "You looked at them and wondered why they were so ugly; you 
looked closely and could not find the source. Then you realized that it came from 
conviction, their conviction It was as though some mysterious all·knowing master 
had given each one a cloak of ugliness to wear, and they had each accepted it without 
question"(34). This perceived ugliness wore Pecola down It hammered away at her 
until she was nothing but an ugly shell of a girl She never spoke or looked people in 
the eye. She never questioned other people's opinions. In her life, she had only made 
two friends. People continually took advantage of and were cruel to her. 
It is little wonder, then, that Pecola's anaconda emerged at such an early age. 
One of the ways in which it manifested itself would be through a friend's Christmas 
present, a beautiful white baby doll with golden hair and blue eyes. This doll 
triggered the anaconda within Pecola. This symbol of the anaconda was physical 
perfection. It was, however, hated by its owner, Pecola's friend Claudia. She 
explains her hatred: "Adults, older girls, shops, magazines, newspapers, window 
signs - all the world had agreed that a blue-eyed, yellow-haired, pink·skinned doll 
was what every girl treasured. 'Here,' they said, 'this is beautiful, and if you are on 
this day 'worthy' you may have it,(20). Claudia's reaction to the doll would be to 
take it apart to see what made it so beautiful. Unfortunately for Pecola, she not only 
bought into the vision of beauty, she dreamed of emulating it. From this point 
forward, she would wish of nothing else than to have beautiful, baby·doll blue eyes. 
Pecola's anaconda begins to squeeze its victim from within. 
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Pecola's psyche had been profoundly damaged by the society around her. No 
matter what her interior held, be it unquestionable loyalty, compassion, or tenderness, 
a racist society judged her by her skin. To the rest of the world, even her family, she 
was worthless because she held no physical attribute that society found worthy. The 
community had substituted beauty for virtue. In his book The Crime oflnnocence, 
Terry Otten explains how in The Bluest Eye, ''the black community has allowed itself 
to be corrupted by a simplistic notion that devalues human beings solely on condition · 
of their seeming ugliness"(Crime12). 
It is this complete feeling of worthlessness that primes Pecola for 
constm;1ption by the anaconda. Pecola initially welcomes the anaconda into her life. 
It becomes a comforting thing, something to help distract her from the daily routine. 
Like Milkman, Pecola sees no harm in her relationship with the predator. However, 
Milkman, after several years of feeding the anaconda, realizes that it has become 
something destructive and attempts to stop it by halting his relationship with Hagar. 
Pecola, on the other hand, continues to support her anaconda, continually giving it 
power by believing in society's view of beauty. If, at any given moment, she had 
questioned what was truly beautiful (inner strength, compassion, spirituality), she 
would have killed the anaconda. 
Morrison tells Pecola' s story in a series of circles, always looping back in the 
search of an unquestionable truth. What was the true reason behind what happened to 
Pecola? That is the one question that is posed to the reader, but is neyer unequivocally 
answered by Morrison. In fact, The Bluest Eye is an example of how incoherent 
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history, and the lives of the people who make up that history, really are. It is a 
composition of scattered images that make up the lives of the characters. Morrison 
organizes this piece non-lin�arly, revealing the most shocking part of the story at the 
very beginning. Within the first three pages of the novel, we are told that Pecola has 
had her father's baby. 
At the beginning of The Bluest Eye, Claudia tells us that she cannot explain 
why the events happened the way they did. Nor does she give any hint of empathy 
toward Pecola by anyone in the community other than herself and her sister. In her 
article "Worthy Messengers," Catherine Rainwater discusses the reaction by the 
community to the trauma inflicted on Pecola: "They merely used her life as we use a 
story; her failure was a means of assessing their own imagined success; her weakness, 
an index to their 'fantasy of . . .  strength'([The Bluest Eye] l 59)"(101). The members 
of the community use Pecola's tragedy as a way of rationalizing away their own 
imperfections. No matter how bad a parent they may be, no matter how poor or ugly, 
they will always feel that they are better than the Breedlove family. Clearly, the 
Breedloves are the objects of racism from both the white and black world. It is 
largely an unspoken status, one that the African American community rarely 
acknowledges to the outside white world and one that Morrison must have observed 
growing up in a mid-west segregated community. 
As with all of her novels, Morrison borrows a portion of the Bible to help 
illustrate the father/daughter incest The Bluest Eye. Leviticus Chapter 1 8  , the book 
of laws, lists several commandments that warn against "lying with" or ''uncovering 
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the nakedness of kinsmen." There are nearly thirty relationships that are discussed 
(father's wife, daughter-in-law, mother's sister, etc.), but none that clearly mentions 
fathers lying with daughters. 
Interestingly, two of the more well-known Old Testament stories dealing with 
father/daughter incest cast the women as the aggressor, as if to say that women were 
responsible for the corruption of the male. This point is raised towards the end of The 
Bluest Eye when Claudia and Frieda overhear portions of conversations between 
neighbor ladies. The women speculate that Pecola was not simply the innocent 
victim. The neighbor 1adies discuss this. 
'They ought to take her out of school.' 
'Ought to. She carry some of the blame.' 
'Oh, come on. She ain't but twelve or so. ' 
'Yeah, but you never know. How come she didn't fight him?' 
'Maybe she did. ' 
'Yeah, well you never know'(l47). 
It is important to remember that Morrison's use ofBiblical text is not used as 
a mirror for her own novels, but simply an insight into the source of her themes 
and/or ideas. While many of the details between chosen Biblical verse and her 
novels are extremely different, some show interesting similarities. For example, the 
story of the Breedlove family and that of Lot and his daughters in Genesis 19: 30-38 
reveal some of those similarities. Lot fled Sodom and Gomorrah and took his 
daughters to hide in a cave. Believing that they would have no other chance to be 
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with a � the daughters decided that they should sleep with their father, thereby 
''preserving offspring from [their] father"( Genesis 19: 32). They proceed to get their 
father drunk on wine and then each take a turn sleeping with him. From these two 
sexual unions, sons are born who are listed as the beginnings oftwo tribes oflsrael. 
The entire myth is presented without moral judgement but simply as the story that 
explains a part of humankind's perpetuation after God has destroyed the sinful 
population of Sodom and Gommorah. 
Lot, like Cholly Breedlove, displaced his family from their home. Both men 
were under the influence of alcohol during their incestuous episodes. Lot's 
daughters had a rational explanation for their seduction, however deviant it may be. 
Pecola's involvement in the rape was considerably more subtle. The earlier 
mentioned conversation between the two neighbor ladies hints at this theory. Even 
though Pecola was only twelve, some believe that she played a large part in the rape. 
Morrison herself refers in interviews to ''the sin of innocence." Is it possible that 
Pecola enticed the anaconda? Could the simple action of scratching her foot have 
been done as some seductive act? No. What appears as enticement is actually 
explained through the theory of the crime of innocence. 
The crime of innocence has been a repeated theme in Morrison's works, but 
nowhere has it been so well defined as in The Bluest Eye . .  By following Pecola's 
traumatic transition from innocence to experience, the reader is subjected to the 
dangerous combination of good and evil. In this novel, innocence has the ability to 
incapacitate and evil has the power to free the self. Terry Otten explains; "Ostracized 
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from the American dream by virtue of her blackness and from a black community too 
much corrupted by the values of the white culture, {Pecola} can only succeed in her 
insanity, having borne the effects of a devastating fall. Her violent passage from 
innocence to experience ironically resuhs in the perpetual innocence of insanity that 
alone can grant her the 'blue eyes' which will assure her acceptance"( Crime 9). It is 
through her rape that Pecola becomes "free": free in her own mind to indulge herself 
with her blue eyes. 
Pecola suffers the same fate as many of the other characters in the novel 
including her mother, the socialite wannabe Geraldine, and the three whores who live 
in her building; she becomes hardened by experience. Like all of the women, Pecola 
begins her trip towards experience in an unassuming way. After realizing that she is 
offensive to society's views ofbeauty, Pecola begins her search for blue eyes. 
Her search, which ultimately leads her to self-destruction and insanity, is 
aided by her father and Soaphead Church. The physical violation by her father is 
compounded by the spiritual violation by Soaphead Church, who convinces Pecola 
that only he can grant her blue eyes. It is this melding of good (Pecola) and evil 
(Cholly and Soaphead) that finalize the structure oflost innocence in the novel. 
Toni Morrison has mentioned in numerous interviews that she writes to learn 
what she doesn't already know. Her desire is to become intimately acquainted with 
people, groups, and individuals. With the theory of anaconda love, Morrison does 
become intimately aware of the process of love and insanity. She transfers this 
knowledge to her readers through her narration. She gives cause for the reader to 
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question her own knowledge oflife's detailed subject matter. In this way, Morrison 
becomes not only a teacher of her novels, .but a therapist as well; challenging the 
reader to dissect the thoughts and emotions of the characters and the readers 
themselves. 
Her writing requires a great deal of response from all levels. In her article 
"Remembering the Mother Tongue," Susan Huddleston Edgerton explains that ''the 
reader who engages with her texts, who is seduced by them, can't help but respond to 
them as well. As readers, we must always write part of the story for ourselves. In 
that way Morrison provides a text that listens, and listening is love"(358). 
This seduction has become a fine art form fur Morrison. She excels in it. She 
is able to provoke intense emotions both in the characters and the readers. We find 
ourselves engrossed in the lives and scenarios of each novel. "Anaconda Love" has 
become just one tool in her wide repetoire of seductive devises. 
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Conclusion: The Impact of Anaconda Love 
As simply a reader of Toni Morrison's novels, it is impossible to pinpoint the 
moment when she first thought of"anaconda love." As I argued in this thesis, she 
introduced the term in 1977, but the theory itself is apparent in her first novel which 
was published seven years earlier. Therefore, I feel it is safe to assume that this 
particular complexity of human emotion is one which Morrison has been intrigued for 
the majority of her career. 
On further investigation, we can also see degrees of anaconda love in other 
novels by Morrison. The most obvious occurs in Jazz, the story of three people 
involved in a passionate love triangle. The complexity of this anaconda love situation 
is different from that of the three books I discussed In �  we find an initially 
happy couple, Joe and Violet, whose lives become chaotic when Joe falls in love with 
young Dorcas. His love for her is "one of those deepdown, spooky loves that made 
him so sad and happy that he shot her just to keep the feeling going"(3). His intense 
love for the young girl created the anaconda, and as its power grew, so did the 
anaconda that had been born within Violet. Her husband's infidelity caused Violet 
such extreme emotional distress that she quickly lost all grasp on reality and let her 
anaconda take over. At its climax, the anacondas in Jazz succeed in swallowing both 
victims and hosts. 
In her most recent novel, Paradise, Morrison has developed a new anaconda. 
This anaconda works for an entire community, defining a loyalty among its residents 
that is the source of its strength. Due to the number of people that support this 
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anaconda, it proves to be both powerful and vulnerable. Its power comes for the 
residents loyalty to each other and the safety of their all black community, but its 
vulnerability stems from the fear of change and the power that is manifested through 
the women of a nearby "convent." Due to the complexity of this anaconda, its 
success or failure is difficult to measure. It does, however, maintain the theory of 
extremist love that has been discussed in this thesis. 
While anaconda love is not the only way to investigate Song of Solomon, 
Beloved and The Bluest Eye, this theory does illuminate the complexities of human 
emotion that Morrison seems to enjoy writing about. The elevation of emotion that 
anaconda love promotes provides Morrison with the freedom to explore the 
relationship between extreme emotions, particularly love and hate. We are thereby 
able to closely examine her characters through this process and are allowed the space 
to respond emotionally to them. By varying the mode of operation and goals of each 
ofher anacondas, she instantly receives a greater field on which to work. 
As I discussed in this thesis, each of the anacondas in these novels operated 
and were motivated in different ways. They did, however, attempt to achieve the 
same goal. They each wanted to completely control their victims. Many, like Sethe 
and Cholly Breedlove, were successful in their quest. These anacondas swallowed 
their victims, engulfing their souls and emotions and leaving them with nothing but 
the human shell Other anacondas like Beloved, Macon Dead and Ruth Foster, 
forced their victims to reinvestigate their lives, thereby promoting escape from the 
predator through a resurrection of the spirit. 
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In all cases, the presence of the anaconda signaled a drastic change in the lives 
of the victims and the predators themselves. There was not a single character 
involved in an anaconda love scenario whose life was not changed forever. 
Morrison's novels are not known for their happy endings, but at the conclusion of her 
novels, the reader is left with a sense of peace. Having traveled the emotionally 
exhausting journey with her characters, we find that many times we are disturbed, 
angered and frustrated by the time we read the final act. This is possibly one of the 
goals of Toni Morrison: to inspire a dramatic emotion in her readers and provide a 
sense of closure that is attained only through experiencing the entire anaconda love 
process with her characters. 
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